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the game holds an overall rating of 79 on
metacritic. [2] individual websites such
as gamespot praised the game's epic-
looking battles, spot-on sound effects,
and contrasting gameplay styles
between the two factions, the rebellion
and the empire. however, the game was
not without fault, as gamespot found the
battles somewhat repetitive and the land
battles lacking compared to other facets
of gameplay. [3] another popular gaming
website, ign, reviewed the game, giving
it a 7.6/10. they said that it provided an
authentic star wars experience, relating
the experience to playing with star wars
action figures as a child. ign also
complained of the game's repetitiveness
and relative lack of variety, although
recognized that the game's creators
were somewhat hampered by the
setting. [4] rebel heroes and imperial
enemies! when emperor palpatine sends
a spy to a distant planet, will princess
leia find the enemy within - or drown in a
river of chaos boba fett takes on an
impossible mission - and luke skywalker's
newest assignment is no easier!
meanwhile, darth vader plans to teach
the raptor-like inhabitants of tiss'sharl a
lesson in the use of force! and as vader
closes in on the rebel fleet, the only thing
that can save the alliance is one model
officer! but is imperial lieutenant janek
sunber on the wrong side of the war plus,
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a trio of classic star wars rarities explore
havoc on hoth - and the dark side of
dantooine
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two new rebel squads ready their
weapons for battle! a group of elite

soldiers known as the 501st prepares to
save the planet of ithor from the

empire's tyranny, and a group of elite
jedi, known as the jedi troubleshooters,
launch an all-out offensive against the
sith order. in the midst of a republic
offensive on the planet hoth, general
kenobi is personally leading his troops
into battle against a vicious band of

clone troopers. as the clone wars begin,
obi-wan kenobi and anakin skywalker

find themselves in the middle of a new
conflict - a civil war within the ranks of
the republic military! meanwhile, aayla
secura, a young padawan, launches an

investigation into the mysterious
disappearance of count dooku. as the

war rages, yoda faces a personal tragedy
- and the wookiee warrior chirra is

captured by the sith. star wars: empire at
war (video game) is a real-time strategy

video game that was published by
lucasarts in 2001. the game was
developed by lucasarts, and was

distributed by lucasarts and sierra
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entertainment, and it was published in
north america on april 22, 2002 and

europe on april 26, 2002. it is the fifth
star wars video game, following the

games released by lucasarts during the
1990s. in the full-fledged game, darth
vader leads an armada of imperial star
destroyers into battle against the rebel
fleet. when cade skywalker, a republic

fleet admiral, is killed by darth vader, the
rebellion agrees to a treaty with the
empire. following these events, it is
implied that darth vader is the new

emperor. during the first campaign, after
the forces of the empire finally destroy

the rebellion, the player takes the role of
admiral gar stazi, commander of the
imperial fleet in the aftermath of the

conflict. in the second campaign, you will
play as the new emperor, darth vader,

who is charged with defeating the
rebellion. the third campaign stars the
young bounty hunter cade skywalker,

who takes the opportunity to avenge his
father, the republic fleet admiral who
was killed by darth vader. 5ec8ef588b
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